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created in 1952 to meet an urgent national security need
~$1.6 billion~$3.5 millionAnnual budget
~8600123Number of Employees
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• Defined as the scientific study of the relationship between 
a person, work, and the environment.
“Adapting the workstation to the worker”
• Goal is to design jobs, equipment, the environment and
products to within the capabilities of most people.
Most labs, if not all, are MULTI-USER stations.
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Evolution of Program
• The Chemistry and Materials Science (CMS) program has an 
extensive laboratory safety program (including, eye and face 
protection, ventilation, PPE, training, spill control, etc.)
• CMS and LLNL also have a long history of providing preventive 
ergonomic assessments and follow up measures for many years. 
The focus of these has been on office workstations and industrial 
areas.  Details can be found at:
http://www.llnl.gov/es_and_h/hsm/doc_19.01/doc19-01.html
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and goal
• The program was a natural progression in addressing significant 
causes of employee injuries
• Intent is to facilitate timely identification of potential injuries and 
help lower injuries through early intervention
• A visible proactive program that is gaining support
IDENTIFY POTENTIAL INJURIES BEFORE THEY 
OCCUR SAVING ASSOCIATED LOSSES!
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Laboratory evaluation process
• All CMS Labs were surveyed and prioritized
• Scheduled visits were made, with work supervisors and 
trained evaluators (PT, CPE/CSP, RN, MD)
• Photographic documentation (including some videography) 
was conducted
• Adjustments and training given to employees on the spot 
• Summary briefings held for workers in each CMS building
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Risk factors observed
• Contact stress – elbows, forearms, and thighs
• Pinch grip (High Force/High Energy)
• Poor posture/awkward positions – neck, back, arm positions with 
computer and microscope use
• Non-adjustable chairs, stools, and equipment
• Body mechanics need improvement – lifting, push/pull
• Prolonged standing and sitting
We also recognized that there are both office, lab, and “industrial”
ergonomic issues in many labs
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Occurs in body positions that occur when undue load is put on 
muscles and tendons to maintain a position
Not natural, non-neutral
Can cause bone alignment, muscle imbalance, and nerve problems
Sustained holding of bent positions
Neck
Back
Extremities
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UPPER 
EXTREMITY
• Extreme forearm rotation 
in either direction
• Extreme wrist forward 
bend (flexion)
• Extreme wrist backward 
bend (extension)
• Extreme wrist deviation
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Arm and hand issues
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Arm and Hand Position
• Shoulders relaxed
• Elbows almost at right angles or 90 degrees
• Reaching at a height no more than 10” (25.4cm) from work
surface
• Reaching at a distance no more than 18” (45.7 cm) with one hand
or 15” (38.1 cm) with both hands
• Avoid sideward reaching: place frequently used items directly
in front of worker
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Arm and Hand issues-Pipetting
• General principles
–Match equipment to job and to the person
• Shorter pipettes and tips (thin-walled)
• Battery powered or low activation effort (trigger release)
• Handle size and configuration
• Multi-channel, if appropriate
–Maintain neutral posture
–Many different designs are available
–Like other activities...don’t stay at it for too long
–Most people can pipette with either hand
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Pinching or pressing with tips
of the fingers
Contact stress
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Pinch grip
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Solutions for Pinch
Thermoplastic material used (North Coast Medical)
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Solutions for Pinch (cont.)
Scoopula
Tweezers Wire brush
Flat clamp
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Awkward postures-Contact stress
• Pressure from poor tool handles
• Pinch grip on pen or pencil
• Pressure from sharp table edge
• Leaning on elbow or forearm on an arm rest or hard surface
• Compressing back of thigh against seatpan
• Compressing top of the thigh against low table or desk drawer
• Kneeling on floor
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Contact stress-corrective measures
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Contact stress-corrective measures
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Awkward posture-microscope use
Posture
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Awkward posture-microscopes
• Adjustable stands
• Angle-adjustable eyepieces
• Appropriate chairs
• Remote viewing equipment
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Awkward postures-sitting
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Awkward postures-standing
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Awkward postures-standing
• Alter leg positions
• Use:
– Anti-fatigue mats
– Tilting or adjustable 
height tables
– Foot rests
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Solutions for Vibration
!Use padding to 
dampen
!Minimize time spent 
with vibration sources
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Sources for more information
• Stanford University– http://www.stanford.edu/dept/EHS/prod/researchlab/lab/laboratory_ergonom
ics.html
• UC Berkeley– http://www.uhs.berkeley.edu/facstaff/ergonomics/lab/intro.shtml
• University of Minnesota– http://www.dehs.umn.edu/ergo/lab/
• National Institutes for Environmental Safety and Health (NIEHS)– http://odp.od.nih.gov/whpp/ergonomics/laboratory.html
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Early Intervention Program (EIP)
• Identifies personnel that may already be experiencing discomfort
–Discomfort may be from a work situation, or
–Non-work related injury or illness
• EIP gives higher priority to ergonomic evaluations
• Services can include; assessments, stretching plans, biofeedback, 
enhanced education on ergonomics
• The program has been very successful in preventing more serious 
situations
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Laboratory Ergonomics Summary
• Value associated with evaluator visits (minor adjustments, 
communicate information, instruction for equipment use) 
• Many of the corrective measures involved little or no cost 
• About 10% of  total employees seen were referred to the Early 
Intervention Program (EIP) due to some existing discomfort
• Findings
–Fundamental awareness of ergonomic factors is lacking
–Non-ergonomic chairs being used at many workstations
–Workstations adjusted improperly for employees  (keyboards, 
chairs, document holders)
–Contact stress, prolonged standing, non-adjustable chairs & 
lab stools, poor body mechanics, overuse of pinch grip
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Conclusion
The CMS ergonomics project:
• Facilitates timely identification of potential injuries
• Lowers employee discomfort and injuries through early intervention
• There is a continuing process in place to keep up with work activities in 
Lab and office moves
• The CMS Ergonomic Project has proven the worth of the EIP Program in 
success of identifying and resolving ‘at risk’ ergonomic issues for 
employees
• The intangible benefit of employees using ergonomic information at home
• An on-going process that will include tri-annual employee and laboratory 
reviews and department wide efforts to continue awareness
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Thank You.
You’ve been a great 
audience!
